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Abstract 
Recent approaches to the Automatic Post-
Editing (APE) research have shown that 
better results are obtained by multi-source 
models, which jointly encode both source 
(src) and machine translation output (mt) to 
produce post-edited sentence (pe). Along 
this trend, we present a new multi-source 
APE model based on the Transformer. To 
construct effective joint representations, 
our model internally learns to incorporate 
src context into mt representation. With this 
approach, we achieve a significant im-
provement over baseline systems, as well 
as the state-of-the-art multi-source APE 
model. Moreover, to demonstrate the capa-
bility of our model to incorporate src con-
text, we show that the word alignment of 
the unknown MT system is successfully 
captured in our encoding results. 
1 Introduction 
Thanks to recent advances in deep learning over 
the last two decades, machine translation (MT) has 
shown steady improvements (Bahdanau et al., 
2014; Gehring et al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017). 
Nevertheless, even the state-of-the-art MT systems 
are still often far from perfect. Translations pro-
vided by MT systems may contain incorrect lexical 
choices or word ordering. Therefore, to get pub-
lishable quality translations, correction of MT er-
rors has been regarded as an essential post-pro-
cessing task referred to as “post-editing” (PE). 
From the MT point of view, PE can be defined 
as the process of editing translations provided by 
MT systems with a minimal amount of manual ef-
fort (TAUS Report, 2010) while the field of “Au-
tomatic post-editing” (APE) aims to mimic the hu-
man post-editing process automatically. Given the 
underlying assumption of the APE task in which 
the source text (src), the corresponding output of 
the unknown MT system (mt), and its human post-
edited sentences (pe) are the only available re-
sources, many studies have attempted to leverage 
information from both src and mt by suggesting 
multi-source architectures (Chatterjee et al., 2016; 
Libovický et al., 2016). Furthermore, as the newly 
proposed architecture called the Transformer net-
work (Vaswani et al., 2017) has shown to be effec-
tive in various sequence-to-sequence problems, 
various multi-source adaptations of the Trans-
former (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 
2018; Shin and Lee, 2018; Tebbifakhr et al., 2018) 
have been applied to APE.  
 In this work, we propose a new multi-source 
APE model by extending Transformer. We focus 
especially on modifying its original encoder por-
tion to construct effective joint representations of 
two sources (src, mt). A major advantage of our ap-
proach is that by constructing the joint representa-
tion such that src context is incorporated into mt 
representation, the model allows information on mt 
as well as its src context to be considered together 
in generating pe. In addition, we utilize a weight 
sharing method between the embedding and output 
layers in a manner similar to Press and Wolf (2017), 
and Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2018).  
Finally, our model outperforms not only baseline 
systems but also other multi-source APE models. 
2 Related Work 
Properly modeling the relations between multiple 
sources is important for solving multi-source se-
quence generation problems such as APE. For this 
purpose, Chatterjee et al. (2016) suggested the Fac-
tored APE model, combining mt, its src alignment, 
and other features into factors. It is based on a sta-
tistical model, but the approach to incorporating 
src context into mt is similar to our work. 
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For neural network-based approaches, 
Libovický et al. (2016) used an extended RNN en-
coder-decoder architecture (Bahdanau et al., 2014) 
with two separate encoders for each source so that 
the decoder could attend to both. Chatterjee et al. 
(2017) expanded on this model to win the WMT 17 
APE shared task. Recently, a variety of multi-
source architectures based on the Transformer 
(Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 2018; Shin 
and Lee, 2018; Tebbifakhr et al., 2018) have been 
suggested. They are all architectures employing 
separate encoders but with slightly different ways 
of modeling the joint representation: Tebbifakhr et 
al. (2018) simply concatenated the output of two 
encoders; Shin and Lee (2018) considered multiple 
relations (mt-pe, src-pe, src-mt); Junczys-
Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2018) encoded src 
and mt using shared weight parameters. The key 
difference between their works and ours is that they 
encode two sources independently, while our 
method feeds src encoding results as inputs when 
encoding mt, so that src context can be directly in-
tegrated into each mt representation. 
3 Multi-Source Automatic Post-Editing  
We predicted that considering mt with its corre-
sponding src context leads to an improvement in 
post-editing performance. The advantage of this 
approach is made clear in cases for which src con-
text must be taken into consideration for accurate 
post-editing. For example, the German phrase 
“mein Haus” (“my house” in English) is a possible 
mistranslation of the English phrase “my home”. A 
system that recognizes src context would be able to 
correct it into “mein Zuhaus”. In the following, we 
describe how we expand on this intuition in detail. 
3.1 Model Architecture 
Given the sequences src x = (𝑥ଵ, … , 𝑥்ೣ ) , mt y =
(𝑦ଵ, … , 𝑦 ೤்), and pe z = (zଵ, … , 𝑧 ೥்) with the length 
of the sequence 𝑇௫, 𝑇௬ ,  and 𝑇௭ , respectively, the 
model is trained to learn probabilities conditioning 
on two sources x, y and target history 𝑧ழ௡:  
 𝑃(z|x, y; 𝜃) =  ෑ 𝑃(𝑧௡|x, y, 𝑧ழ௡; 𝜃)
ே
௡ୀଵ
 (1) 
 
The model architecture, as shown in Figure 1, is 
an extension of Transformer. As described in 
Vaswani et al. (2017), each stacked layer is com-
posed of multi-head attention networks and posi-
tion-wise fully connected feed-forward networks. 
Unlike the original Transformer, to construct joint 
representations for two inputs, the encoder consists 
of two sub networks: src encoder 𝑒𝑛𝑐ఏೞೝ೎(x) and 
mt encoder 𝑒𝑛𝑐ఏ೘೟(xᇱ, y) , shown on the left and 
Figure 1: An illustration of the proposed APE architecture – a square with dashed line shows joint hidden 
representation at jth position with respect to src context and previous mt context before j. 
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right side of the encoder in Figure 1. The workflow 
of the model is as follows:  
 𝑒𝑛𝑐ఏೞೝ೎(x) accepts src embeddings as input 
and produces a sequence of encoded vectors 
xᇱ = ൫𝑥ଵᇱ , … , 𝑥்ೣᇱ ൯  in which each src is en-
coded with its context via the self-attention 
layer.  
 𝑒𝑛𝑐ఏ೘೟(xᇱ, y)  accepts both mt embeddings 
and the output of 𝑒𝑛𝑐ఏೞೝ೎(x) as inputs and re-
turns the final output of the encoder e =
(𝑒ଵ, … , 𝑒 ೤்) in which each mt is jointly en-
coded with its corresponding src context 
through the attention layer. 
 Finally, the decoder, shown on the far right 
of Figure 1, generates an output sequence z 
which maximizes (1) at each step by attend-
ing to relevant parts of the output of the en-
coder in an auto-regressive manner (Graves, 
2013). 
In addition to shared embedding described in 
Vaswani et al. (2017), we also utilize weight shar-
ing across the embedding and output layers in a 
manner similar to Junczys-Dowmunt and 
Grundkiewicz (2018). 
3.2 Multi-Head Attention Layer 
The multi-head attention layers marked with 
dashed lines in Figure 1 play an important role in 
constructing joint representations. As described in 
Vaswani et al. (2017), we utilize the same multi-
head attention with h-heads based on scaled dot-
product attention to get matrix C composed of con-
text vectors as follows: 
 𝐶 = MultiHead(𝑄, 𝐾, 𝑉) = Concat(ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑ଵ, … , ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑௛)𝑊ை (2) 
where 
 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑௜ = Attn(𝑄𝑊௜
ொ , 𝐾𝑊௜௄ , 𝑉𝑊௜௏) (3) 
 
Attn(𝑄, 𝐾, 𝑉) = softmax ቆ
𝑄𝐾்
ඥ𝑑௞
ቇ 𝑉 (4) 
the output is then transferred to the Layer Normal-
ization layer with residual connection. Thus, the 
output hidden states can cover the context infor-
mation of V along with the hidden state itself as fol-
lows: 
 𝐻෩ = LayerNorm(𝐻 + MultiHead(𝑄, 𝐾, 𝑉)) (5) 
For 𝑒𝑛𝑐ఏೞೝ೎(x) , src embeddings x ∈ ℝ்ೣ ×ௗ௜௠ are 
assigned to Q, K and V, resulting in hidden states 
that contain self-context and src itself. 𝑒𝑛𝑐ఏ೘೟(xᇱ, y) 
consists of two multi-head attention layers. As the 
first layer works similar to 𝑒𝑛𝑐ఏೞೝ೎(x) except that 
future mask is added to mimic the decoding pro-
cess of the MT system in which predictions can de-
pend only on past information, thus mt embeddings 
y ∈ ℝ ೤்×ௗ௜௠ are assigned to Q, K and V. In the sec-
ond multi-head attention layer, mt embeddings are 
assigned to 𝑄 ∈ ℝ ೤்×ௗ௜௠  and the outputs of 
𝑒𝑛𝑐ఏ೘೟(x
ᇱ, y)  to 𝐾 ∈ ℝ்ೣ ×ௗ௜௠  and  𝑉 ∈ ℝ்ೣ ×ௗ௜௠ , 
resulting in joint representations that contain infor-
mation of mt with its corresponding src context. 
The decoder structurally identical to 𝑒𝑛𝑐ఏ೘೟(xᇱ, y) 
therefore predicts a pe word depending on both 
previously generated pe words and the final output 
of the encoder that contains contextual information 
from both src and mt. 
4 Experiments 
4.1 Data 
We trained an English-to-German APE system 
with the WMT dataset (Bojar et al., 2017) from the 
IT domain, consisting of 23K and 1K triplets (src, 
mt, pe) for training and development set, respec-
tively. In addition, we adopted a large sized artifi-
cial dataset (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 
2016), which contains ~4M triplets generated from 
a round-trip translation, to prevent early overfitting 
from the small size of the WMT training data. Fur-
thermore, we encoded every sentence into subword 
units (Kudo, 2018) with a 32K shared vocabulary. 
4.2 Training Details 
We employed the OpenNMT-py (Klein et al., 2017) 
framework to modify the original Transformer net-
work. We trained our model for ~14K update steps 
with the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), 
warm up learning rates (Vaswani et al., 2017) with 
a size of 12,000, and batch size of approximately 
17,000 tokens for each triplet. Other detailed set-
tings were the same asVaswani et al. (2017). To ob-
tain a single trained model, it consumed ~14K up-
date steps until convergence on the development 
set. 
4.3 Evaluation 
For evaluation, we tested on the WMT16 and 
WMT17 APE test datasets with case sensitive TER 
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and BLEU scores. For the baselines, we employed 
1) the raw MT outputs provided by the test dataset, 
which serves as the official baseline in WMT, and 
2) the original single-source Transformer model 
trained on src→pe and 3) on mt→pe. For compar-
ison against other APE systems, we selected three 
models proposed by 1) Chatterjee et al. (2017), 2) 
Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz (2018), and 
3) Shin and Lee (2018), which are the recent multi-
source approaches (§2) experimented on the same 
amount of training data as ours. As shown in Table 
1, our model performed significantly better than all 
baselines. Moreover, we exceeded not only the 
RNN based multi-source APE system (Chatterjee 
et al., 2017), which was the winning entry in 
WMT17, but also other recently proposed trans-
former based multi-source APE systems which 
have shown notable results, including the winning 
entry (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 2018) 
in WMT18.  
4.4 Analysis 
As word-alignment for mt sentences can be ob-
tained from the WMT Quality Estimation task 
(Bojar et al., 2016), we analyzed the similarity of 
the attention from our encoder and the word-align-
ment from the unknown MT system to determine 
if context information in reasonably integrated into 
the joint representations.  
Given the randomly sampled sentence from the 
WMT 16 development data in Figure 2, we observe 
that our attention results indicate similar tendency 
to word-alignment from the MT system. Conse-
quently, we believe that the output of the encoder 
may successfully incorporate information of mt 
and its corresponding src context leading to perfor-
mance improvement. We have described compari-
sons for various sentences in the appendix. 
5 Conclusion 
We proposed a new multi-source APE model based 
on the Transformer network. With the motivation 
that jointly representing mt with its src context 
might be useful in post editing, we have con-
structed joint representations in our modified en-
coder. Particularly, that we were able to generate 
similar alignments to the MT system is, according 
to our analysis, an indication of the effectiveness of 
our model in capturing the characteristics of un-
known MT systems.  
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Figure 3: The two columns each correspond to the unknown MT alignments and attention results of our encoder, 
respectively. The four rows each correspond to the results on short and simple sentences, short and complex sen-
tences, long and simple sentences, long and complex sentences, respectively. 
